
 

 

TOSHIBA UNVEILS MICROSOFT AZURE IOT CERTIFIED INTELLIGENT 

EDGE DEVICE 

Combining Intelligent Cloud and Powerful Edge Devices Results in Faster Solution 

Deployment 

 
 

8 January, 2018, Neuss, Germany – Toshiba Client Solutions Co., Ltd. today announced 

dynaEdge, a high-performance Windows 10 based mobile edge computing device that is 

certified for Microsoft Azure IoT services to provide a next-generation Intelligent Cloud and 

Intelligent Edge platform. Using Azure Cognitive Services and Machine Learning, Toshiba’s 

dynaEdge enables workers in the field to intuitively access and improve centralised 

resources, making it an ideal device for remote maintenance, production lines and other 

industrial solutions. The integration of Skype for Business also provides a seamless interface 

between workers and remote experts for an immediate assistance and optimum efficiency. 

 

“We are thrilled that Toshiba is enabling intelligent cloud and intelligent edge solutions by 

bringing the innovative dynaEdge to market,” said Ruston Panabaker, Vice President, IoT 

Solutions, Microsoft. “Solutions that leverage intelligent edge devices like dynaEdge and 

Azure IoT services will help industrial organisations realise operational efficiencies, engage 

customers in new ways and take advantage of new business opportunities.” 

 

 “Toshiba is very excited to partner with Microsoft to create a truly innovative intelligent 

edge and cloud platform designed to meet the needs of fast changing industries,” said 

Norimasa Nakamura, Executive Officer, Vice President and General Manager, Client Solutions 

Division, Toshiba Client Solutions Co., Ltd. 

 

Toshiba plans to roll out the Azure certified dynaEdge in the near future. 
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For access to the latest news, past press releases, image libraries and media contacts:   

http://www.toshiba.eu/press/ 

 

Connect Online 

Visit Toshiba’s website www.toshiba.eu for the latest product details and specifications and 

visit our blog for additional information - Toshibytes.   Alternatively, connect with Toshiba on 

our social media channels: www.linkedin.com/company/toshiba-business-computing-

solutions 

 

About Toshiba 

For over 140 years, Toshiba Corporation has contributed to a sustainable future by applying 

innovative technologies to value creation. Today, our business domains are centered on the 

essential infrastructure that supports modern life and society. Guided by the principles of The 

Basic Commitment of the Toshiba Group, “Committed to People, Committed to the Future”, 

Toshiba promotes global operations that contribute to realization of a world where 

generations to come can live better lives. 

To find out more about Toshiba, visit www.toshiba.co.jp/worldwide/about/index.html 

 


